FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
WARRING NATIONS AND STRATEGIC GAMEPLAY WITH DICE IN BUSHIROAD’S “DRAGOBORNE –RISE TO
SUPREMACY–”

Las Vegas (March 15, 2017) – One roll of the dice may alter your fate in Bushiroad’s first English
exclusive trading card game, “Dragoborne –Rise to Supremacy–“. This 4th of August, with an emphasis
on unique mechanics that involve the strategic use of dice within gameplay, Dragoborne –Rise to
Supremacy– invites fans of the high fantasy genre to step into a world of warring nations and tactical
maneuvers.
In this two player game, players are to assume the role of a Dragoborne, beings granted power from one
of the five reigning Dragolords, who bear their nation’s allegiances and vie with other Dragoborne for
honor and glory.

Each player controls three forts that represent their life total. The aim of the game is to destroy all of the
opponent’s forts and to achieve this, players can summon fearsome creatures and cast powerful spells
to aid their cause. Die values also play a significant part in Dragoborne –Rise to Supremacy–, making the
skillful manipulation and usage of dice a key component of gameplay.
Apart from Bushiroad, Mike Elliott, game designer for prominent games such as “Dice Masters” and
“Thunderstone”, designed the game system of Dragoborne –Rise to Supremacy– . Notable
collaborations also include Yuhodo, a longtime partner of Bushiroad on “Weiss Schwarz” and
“Cardfight!! Vanguard” for story and development, Sanzigen, the team behind animation titles such as
“009 Re: Cyborg” and “Arpeggio of Blue Steel –ARS NOVA–“ as well as animation director, Shingo
Natsume of One Punch Man fame to helm the Dragoborne promotional videos.
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In July and August 2017,
Bushiroad staff will be touring
North America to conduct
demos across 200 stores.
Participating players will be an
exclusive cohort who will
experience Dragoborne –Rise to
Supremacy– ahead of other
parts of the world.

The first teaser has been released on YouTube. Check out the enthralling world of Dragoborne –Rise to
Supremacy- here:
https://youtu.be/gad3pTUlNKo
___________________________
Bushiroad Inc. is an entertainment company known for developing Cardfight!! Vanguard, Future Card
Buddyfight, Weiss Schwarz, Luck & Logic and other card games, promotional items, smartphone
applications around the world.
Bushiroad Inc. consists of 7 sub-entities: Bushiroad Inc., Bushiroad South East Asia Pte Ltd, Bushiroad
USA Inc., Bushiroad Europe GmbH, Bushiroad Media, Bushiroad Music, and New Japan Pro-Wrestling
Co., Ltd.
Bushiroad South East Asia Pte Ltd was established in Singapore on November 12, 2011 in order to
expand the overseas market for Bushiroad card games.
Bushiroad USA Inc. was established in Los Angeles, California on May 18, 2012, to better cater to the
growing demand and interest in Bushiroad products from both players and retailers in the USA.
Bushiroad Europe GmbH was established in Duisburg, Germany on October 28, 2014 to support and
service Organized play and marketing in the European Region.
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